July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

1

2

3

4

Programme

Genre

National Day Parade

Singapore Votes: The
Political Debate

Crimewatch

Constituency Political
Broadcasts 2020

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Celebrate Singapore’s 55th birthday together in the
National Day Parade 2020. Join the 3 nationwide
moments: singing of the National Anthem, reciting the
pledge and lighting up Singapore together.
Candidates from four political parties that contested
the most seats in the General Election, debate a wide
range of issues including unemployment, helping
business and social mobility.

Information

This programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

Information

Candidates contesting in Singapore General Election
2020 address voters in this series of Constituency
Political Broadcasts.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

5

6

7

Programme
Gardens by the Bay
National Day Concert
2020

National Day Message
2020

Party Political
Broadcast 2020

Lights. Camera.
Singapore: Old Places

Genre

Variety

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
Enjoy a special concert featuring a starstudded assembly of local talents to celebrate the
nation’s 55th birthday – and Singapore’s resilience in
combating COVID-19.

Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s National Day
Message was broadcast on 9 Aug, along with other
ministers who delivered the message in various
languages.

Political parties fielding six candidates or more in the
Singapore General Election deliver their first party
political broadcasts.

“Lights. Camera. Singapore” brings you back to the
good old days. In this short series, get nostalgic with old
places around Singapore.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme

Talking Point

10

Kin

Genre

Synopsis

Information

“Talking Point” investigates a current issue or event,
offering different perspectives to local stories and
reveals how it affects you.

Drama

Years have passed since Yoke and Ella had their lives
turned upside down when they returned to be with
their rightful families after having been swapped at
birth. The Lohs, Shelleys, Hassans and Balas have
overcome personal loss, incarceration as well as
estrangement of their loved ones yet lingering tensions
remain.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel5> to view these and other programmes from Channel 5*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
1

2

Programme

Genre

National Day Parade
2020
国庆庆典2020

Dramas 2020: The
Making

Variety

Variety

Synopsis
Celebrate Singapore’s 55th birthday together in the
National Day Parade 2020. Join the 3 nationwide
moments: singing of the National Anthem, reciting the
pledge and lighting up Singapore together.
Behind the scenes and interviews of audience's favourite
actor/actress in their upcoming dramas in 2020: “Recipe
of Life”, ‘’A Jungle Survivor’’, and ‘’Mister Flower.’’

无双宴：年终新剧特辑

3

Tuesday Report:
Streets of Memory
Sr 3

Information

星期二特写: 浮生街影

4

Tuesday Report: One
Metre Apart
星期二特写: ㇐米的距
离

Information

This series takes you down the memory lane of Paya
Lebar, Lim Chu Kang, Chao Chu Kang and Bukit Timah.
Descendants of pioneers share stories about their
grandfathers' roads.
In this four-episode documentary series, we see how
Singaporeans adapt and survive in this new normal. "One
Metre Apart" explores how the pandemic has changed
human behaviour and showcases the beauty of the
human spirit.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
5

Programme

Genre

Super Dad
男神不败

6

Hawker Academy

Drama

Variety

小贩学院

7

Singapore Votes 2020:
The Political Debate
新加坡大选2020 - 政

Information

党论政
8

Hello Singapore
狮城有约

Information

Synopsis
Xu Wei Hao and Li Zheng Yi are neighbours who share a
common bond. They receive a mysterious box of
chocolates one day and start to rely on the chocolate
every time they needed its superpower to solve
problems.
"Hawker Academy" is all about training budding hawkers
with an objective to preserve and promote our unique
heritage, allowing recipes to be passed down to future
generations.
Candidates from four political parties that contested the
most seats in the General Election, debate a wide range
of issues including unemployment, helping business and
social mobility.
“Hello Singapore” brings the top stories around the
world such as international news, entertainment and
technology and discuss and share insights on trending
topics which concerns Singapore residents.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

9

Programme

Genre

A Quest To Heal
我的女侠罗明依

10

Hole In The Wall
别有洞天

Drama

Information

Synopsis
During the Wan Li period of the Ming Dynasty, Luo Ming
Yi sneaks into the heavily guarded imperial jail in an
attempt to rescue her senior Li Shi Zhen. She is stopped
by Bi Zheng, a Brocaded Robe Guard under the command
of the powerful Eunuch Sun. The two engage in a fierce
fight and unknowingly travel through time to 2020!
Casting aside travel guidebooks and online resources,
Joanna, Jing Lun, Zi Yi and Michelle, navigate the path
less travelled across Asia in search of local culinary gems.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel8> to view these and other programmes from Channel 8*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 - Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

1

2

Programme

Genre

A World Of Difference
都市狂想
Fresh Takes! Sr 2 - The
Right Time
Fresh!新登场2 - 错的时

Drama

Drama

间，不错的人

3

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
SHUSH!
Fresh!新登场2 - 嘘!

4

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
Sisters
Fresh!新登场2 - 姐.妹

Drama

Drama

Synopsis
“A World of Difference” is an anthology series, which
examines current social issues set in a local alternative
present, in an imaginative, light-hearted manner with a
satirical tone.
Kang Sheng and Shi Zhen met during college days and
have always been in each other's hearts since then. Will
they ever cross path at the right time, and finally realize
their love?
Timid Jiaming finally gets a movie date with his dream girl
Vicky. But all goes awry when he shushes a noisy
audience in the cinema.

Two sisters are forced to face their fears of motherhood
when one of them gets pregnant. The sisters rely on each
other for strength as they struggle with the new changes
in their life.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
5

Programme

Genre

姐

Amanda has stage phobia. Her best friend, Lava then
encourages her to step out of her comfort zone and try "Y
Haven't", a game challenge that customizes ‘3 things you
MUST do in your life’. However, in the process, their
friendship starts to fall apart.

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
The Search

Carrie starts receiving anonymous videos from the past
which reveal shocking details leading up to her best
friend's mysterious disappearance 10 years ago.

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
Miss Haven't
Fresh!新登场2 - 黑凡小

6

Fresh!新登场2 - 寻

7

Synopsis

Victory Lap
水漾少年

Drama

Drama

Drama

To groom the next generation of swimming team,
YIXIANG, LIN JUN, TAE and LIU JIAN are recruited to the
Swordfish Swimming Team. Four boys with different
personalities, have their own struggles to face. The road
to their dreams is never an easy one. Will they be able to
make it to the National Team?

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

Rank

Programme

Genre

8

Bittersweet Love

9

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
My Journey with You

柠檬苦茶

Fresh!新登场2 - ㇐路有

Drama

Drama

你

Fresh Takes! Sr 2
Remember to Forget
Fresh!新登场2 - 别忘记
他

Drama

Synopsis
Qingxuan is a beauty influencer who holds her own live
shows to promote skincare and cosmetic products. She
enjoys living alone but is unfortunately interrupted when
her mother with mild dementia, stays with her.
A wheelchair bound single mum, Qun, bids farewell to her
daughter, Kelly for the last time on her deathbed. The film
follows a reverse sequence of goodbyes with her mum
over the years as Kelly is growing up, through her
important milestones in life.
Amnesic Hui Tian returns home and reconnects with her
friend Ying Yue. She gradually remembers her
relationship with Zhe Kai, from how they meet, to falling
in love and being betrayed.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]
Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

1

2

3

4

Programme
National Day Parade
2020

National Day Message
2020

Swearing-In Of The
Prime Minister And
Cabinet 2020

Why IT Matters Sr 3

Genre
Variety

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
Celebrate Singapore’s 55th birthday together in the
National Day Parade 2020. Join the 3 nationwide
moments: singing of the National Anthem, reciting the
pledge and lighting up Singapore together.
Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s National Day Message
was broadcast on 9 Aug, along with other ministers who
delivered the message in various languages.

Thirty-three office holders were sworn in at two locations
- the Istana and Parliament House. President Halimah
Yacob presided over the ceremony which was broadcast
live on national television.
Our world is changing at a rate like never before. Our lives
are getting ever more complicated by the minute. To help
make sense of it all, Joshua Lim is back to ask the
questions that you have always wanted to ask, and even
some that you have never thought about.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

5

6

7

Programme
Party Political
Broadcast 2020

Slumfood Millionaire

Singapore Votes 2020:
The Political Debate

Genre

Synopsis

Information

Political parties in Singapore General Election 2020
fielding six candidates or more, deliver their partypolitical broadcasts.

Information

Embark on a mouth-watering journey through the slums
of Asia, the last places on earth you would expect to find
delicious foods.

Information

8
Grounded

Information

Candidates from four political parties that contested the
most seats in the General Election, debate a wide range
of issues including unemployment, helping business and
social mobility.
Airlines are facing an unparalleled challenge in aviation
history – keeping their planes grounded, which is almost
as complicated as keeping them in the air. 3 regional
airlines - SIA, PAL, AirAsia - undertake the unprecedented
feat of keeping their fleet viable even as almost all travel
is curtailed.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

Kampong Konkrit

10

PM Lee Hsien Loong
Addresses Singapore's
14th Parliament

Genre

Information

Information

Synopsis
When Singapore shuts down, six everyday heroes step up
to help their neighbours during the COVID-19 pandemic
in 2020. From nationwide quarantine to national
celebration, they uplift communities with compassion
and resilience, proving that the kampong spirit shines
brightest in dark times.
PM Lee addresses Parliament (2 September 2020) on
Singapore's response to COVID-19, post-pandemic
challenges, jobs.

Visit <https://www.cna.asia/vod> to view these and other programmes from CNA*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme
National Day Parade
2020

Sheng Siong LIVE!
2020

Juara Memasak AllStar Sr 4

Rayakustika 2020

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

Celebrate Singapore’s 55th birthday together in the
National Day Parade 2020. Join the 3 nationwide
moments: singing of the National Anthem, reciting the
pledge and lighting up Singapore together.

Variety

Variety

Variety

The Sheng Siong live show rewards customers with cash
prizes through various game segments in-studio games,
songs and attractive lucky draws.
It is a comeback opportunity for those who were
eliminated in the past seasons. This is their second
chance at attempting to survive the weekly challenges
and aim at winning cash prize of $10,000 and the title
of Champion!
“Rayakustika 2020” celebrates the spirit of sacrifice and
giving through the songs performed and stories shared
in the programme.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+

Rank

5

6

7

8

Programme

Genre

Jejak Jenayah
(Crimewatch)

Di Akhir Garisan

Hak Siapa Sr 2

Information

Drama

Information

Synopsis
This programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force. It features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

“Di Akhir Garisan” tells a story about two female exinmates, Raudha and Janna, who have been bestowed
the invitation to perform Hajj; and how their lives have
changed upon their release from the prison.

“Hak Siapa” showcases Syariah law in Singapore today
which helps to resolve cases, covering different aspects
of marriage, divorces, ancillary matters, custody and
inheritance for the Muslim community.
“Detik” is a half-hour current affairs programme that
addresses issues both locally and internationally.

Detik

Information

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

10

Programme

Genre

Lesung

Variety

Show Malam Ini Sr 3

Variety

Synopsis
A tight knit quirky family of three makes a great recipe
for an excellent meal and a good laugh! “Lesung” is a
cooking show that blends traditional and modern food
demonstration with a light-hearted family drama set in
a restaurant named Lesung.
A talk show which is uniquely Singapore for the whole
family to enjoy. It features interviews with local
celebrities and other guests with games, music
performances, and topical personal takes by different
weekly hosts.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/suria> to view these and other programmes from Suria*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme

Genre

Kutra Kannkaanippu
(Crimewatch)

Adayaalam

Galatta Kondattam

SGD 8888 Sr 3

Information

Information

Variety

Variety

Synopsis
This programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.
This series looked at various Indian cultural elements
and their history and the way they exist today in
Singapore and linkages with India. Some of the
elements discussed were, festivals, food, ornaments,
music and many more.
“Galatta Kondattam”, is a Holiday special variety
programme that has songs, dances, artistes’
interactions and cooking segments all related to the
holiday to usher in the festive mood. This particular
special was for Hari Raya Puasa during the Circuit
Breaker.
“SGD 8888” is a popular game show that takes the
contestants on a wild, “high–speed” journey of thrills
and spills across Singapore to see how well they know
Singapore and her roads! Contestants who answer all
the 10 questions correctly get to win S$8888!

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
5

Programme

Genre

National Day Parade 2020

Variety

6
Kannae Kaniamuthe

7

8

Semma Holiday Sr 2

Udayam Sr 3

Drama

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Celebrate Singapore’s 55th birthday together in the
National Day Parade 2020. Join the 3 nationwide
moments: singing of the National Anthem, reciting the
pledge and lighting up Singapore together.

“Kannae Kaniamuthe” is a drama following the
professional and personal lives of 3 women (26-yearold high-flying advertising executive, a teen age rebel,
and a home maker) who assume the many roles of a
daughter, sister, wife, mother and so on.
A holiday special variety show featuring interviews,
songs and even mouth-watering recipes tailored to
the specific holidays. This special was catered to Hari
Raya Haji.
Season 3 will target on Indian hawkers/food joints in
Singapore that are not making ends meet and
struggling to bring in business to their stalls. The focus
is to modify their outlet and at the same time
improvise on the food taste and quality.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

July 2020 to September 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre

Swaasamey

Ethiroli Sr 17

Drama

Information

Synopsis
“Swaasamey” is an anthology of 5 love stories.
Inderjith, an aspiring writer, decides to pen some of
the most unforgettable, heart-wrenching love stories
that had happened around him. Through this journey,
he learns the value of love, life and all things beautiful.
This programme seeks to explore both local and
foreign topics with in-depth analysis and views from
the experts and professionals as well as public
feedback. The topics covered will include political,
social and economic issues.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/vasantham> to view these and other programmes from Vasantham*

Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

